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Abstract

In the paper [11] we derived first order (KKT) and second order
(SSC) optimality conditions for functions defined by evaluation pro-
grams involving smooth elementals and absolute values. For this class
of problems we showed in [12] that the natural algorithm of successive
piecewise linear optimization with a proximal term (SPLOP) achieves
a linear or even quadratic rate of convergence under suitable assump-
tions. A version of SPLOP called LiPsMin has already been imple-
mented and tested in [13, 3]. In this paper, we develop a more efficient
method for the inner loop, i.e., the minimization of the local piecewise
linear model with a quadratic regularization term. Rather than com-
pletely solving each Quadratic Optimization Problem (QOP) on one
of the signature domains, we may switch between them as soon as we
have reached a merely stationary point. The resulting active set and
signature strategy very much resembles the classical method for convex
QOPs and utilizes the very same numerical linear algebra techniques.
Preliminary numerical results document an order of magnitude im-
provement compared to the original proof of concept implementation,
which was already competitive with alternative nonsmooth optimiza-
tion methods.
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1 Introduction and Motivation

All continuous piecewise linear functions y “ ϕpxq : Rn Ñ R can be repre-
sented in the abs-normal form

Mz “ x̊` Zpx´ x̊q ` Lp|z| ´ |̊z|q “ p̊x´ Zx̊´ L|̊z|q
loooooooomoooooooon

“c

`Zx` L|z| , (1)

y “ ẙ ` aJpx´ x̊q ` bJp|z| ´ |̊z|q “ pẙ ´ aJx̊´ bJ|̊z|q
looooooooomooooooooon

“0

`aJx` bJ|z| .(2)

Here x P Rn is the vector of independent variables, z P Rs the vector of
switching variables, and Z P Rsˆn, L,M P Rsˆs are matrices, where L is
strictly lower triangular and M unitary lower triangular. We will prefer to
use the second, nonincremental form on the right hand sides of Eqs. (1) and
(2) where the constant term in the objective can be assumed zero without
loss of generality.

In the original form introduced in [7] and analyzed in several subsequent
papers, see, e.g., [11], the matrix M was simply the identity. This assump-
tion represents theoretically no loss of generality because we can multiply
Eq. (1) from the left by M´1 yielding

z “M´1c`M´1Zx`M´1L|z|

as defining equation for the switching variables. However, as is shown in
the appendix, repeated application of maxp¨, ¨q, minp¨, ¨q or the positive part
function maxp0, ¨q may conveniently be expressed using a bidiagonal matrix
M , whose inverse is dense though diagonally dominant. Hence, it is for com-
putational purposes advisable to allow for a general unitary lower triangular
matrix M . Due to the lower triangularity assumption on M´1L there exists
for all x a unique z “ zpxq P Rs, each component of which is a piecewise
linear, continuous function of x on the whole of Rn.

The form (1) – (2) arises naturally if one approximates a given piecewise
smooth function of the class first introduced in [6] by a piecewise lineariza-
tion at the reference point x̊. Then, the matrices M,Z,L and the vectors
a, b, c can be obtained by a minor extension of standard automatic differen-
tiation using tools like ADOL-C [26] and Tapenade [15]. Given a coercive
quadratic objective as a function of x and |z| one may then successively
solve these essentially piecewise linear model problems. As shown in [12],
this successive piecewise linear optimization (SPLOP) approach yields linear
convergence if the second order sufficiency condition (SSC) with strict com-
plementarity holds, provided, the Linear Independence Kink Qualification
(LIKQ) introduced in [11] is satisfied. Moreover, it was shown that in the
case of sharp local minimizers, where the function exhibits linear growth,
SPLOP converges quadratically. In this paper we will develop and test an
efficient solver of the inner loop problem.
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The paper is organized as follows. In the following Subsec. 1.1 we discuss
the polyhedral domain decomposition implicitly defined by Eq. (1) in some
detail and fix the notation appropriately. In Subsec. 1.2 we introduce the
regularized nonsmooth objective and reformulate the task of minimizing it
as a family of QOPs. For these we adapt in the subsequent Subsec. 1.3 the
local first order optimality condition from [11]. In Sec. 2 we develop the
actual algorithm, starting in Subsec. 2.1 with the computation of station-
ary points by successively activating kinks, continuing with the procedure
for dropping active kinks in Subsec. 2.2, and specifying the method using
an informal language representation in Subsec. 2.3. In Sec. 3, we discuss
efficient ways of performing the numerical linear algebra tasks arising in the
step computation. We verify the method numerically on four test problems
in Sec. 4. Sec. 5 contains summary, conclusion, and outlook. Finally, we
study in Appendix 6 the generalization in the computation of the switching
variables as described above.

1.1 Walking the polyhedral decomposition of Rn

For each x P Rn and the corresponding z “ zpxq we may define the signature
vector and matrix as

σ “ σpxq “ sgnpzpxqq P t´1, 0, 1us and Σ “ Σpxq “ diagpσpxqq .

Sometimes we will consider σ and Σ as constant and discuss the correspond-
ing arguments x that form the inverse images

Pσ “ tx P Rn : sgnpzpxqq “ σu Ă sPσtx P Rn : Σzpxq “ |zpxq|u ,

called signature domains, which represent a disjoint decomposition of Rn
into relatively open polyhedra. Their essential closures sPσ are by continuity
of the functional dependence zpxq closed and may be nontrivial even when
Pσ is empty. As shown in [13] their partial ordering by inclusion is reflected
in the partial signature ordering

sPσ Ă sPσ̃ ðñ σ ă σ̃ ðñ σ2i ď σ̃iσi for 1 ď i ď s .

It is also easy to check that σ ă σ̃ implies Pσ Ă Pσ̃ although the converse
might not hold if Pσ “ H. The signatures σ P t´1, 1us are called definite and
the associated Pσ are by continuity open, which may however also happen if
σ contains zeros and is thus indefinite. Then we may extend σ to a definite
σ̃ ą σ and will obtain the definite representation sPσ “ sPσ̃. In any case we
have

ď

σPt´1,1us

sPσ “ Rn “
ď

σPt´1,0,1us

Pσ ,

where the first decomposition is overlapping, the second is not. Any algo-
rithm for solving piecewise smooth problems will walk the polyhedral de-
composition in a suitable fashion, hopefully touching not too many Pσ or
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sPσ. However, a Klee Minty type exhaustive search, see [18], may theoreti-
cally occur on very specific problems. Of course, it is neither necessary nor
advisable to ever compute the complete polyhedral decomposition or even a
significant part of it explicitly.

Any uniformly convex continuous objective must attain a unique mini-
mizer xσ on each one of the closed sets sPσ. If the minimizer xσ lies in the
corresponding relative interior Pσ itself, we label it and the corresponding
signature as stationary. That property is sometimes called subspace min-
imality in the quadratic optimization literature [27]. Generally speaking,
such xσ satisfy the KKT conditions, except that some Lagrange multipliers
may have the wrong sign.

Our strategy will be a simple generalization of the usual active set QOP
method to first find a stationary point xσ, and then release one of the kinks
with the wrong multiplier sign, thus making the corresponding switching
variable basic to obtain a new signature vector σ̃. Subsequently, we com-
pute a step through Pσ̃ to either reach xσ̃ if it is stationary, or pick up
a new kink, which will become active, so that the corresponding switching
variable becomes nonbasic. The somewhat surprising aspect is that while Pσ
has generally 2n´}σ}1 neighbor polyhedra, and there are thus just as many
neighboring restricted optimization problems, there exists a common vector
of Lagrange multipliers, which is easy to compute, provided LIKQ holds.
Since there are only finitely many stationary polyhedra and we consistently
reduce the common objective function value such an algorithm must con-
verge in finitely may steps.

1.2 The regularized objective function

Without loss of generality we may shift x such that x0 “ 0 and set y0 “ 0.
Since ϕpxq may be unbounded below, we add to the objective y a regular-
ization term 1

2x
JQx with a positive definite matrix Q “ QJ P Rnˆn. This

term may be primarily viewed as a bound on the discrepancy between the
piecewise linear model and the underlying piecewise smooth function. The
matrix Q is often chosen simply equal to qI with 0 ă q P R and we may
later allow it to be a symmetric matrix, whose projection on certain null
spaces is positive definite. In this way, we expect to achieve superlinear
convergence rates by secant updating of Q, a technique well known from
smooth constrained optimization [22]. Using the polyhedral decomposition
one may write our nonsmooth optimization task as minimum over a set of
smooth optimization problems

min
σ,x,z

aJx` bJΣz ` 1
2x
JQx s.t. x P sPσ , (3)

where the σ may be restricted to be definite ones or not. Due to the assumed
positive definiteness of Q there exists for each branch problem defined by
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σ P t´1, 0, 1us a global minimizer the smallest one of whom is the global
solution of the original problem of minimizing ϕpxq ` 1

2x
JQx. Notice that

the feasible sets for indefinite signatures σ are contained in those for corre-
sponding definite signatures σ̃ ą σ, where all zeros are replaced by 1 or ´1,
which also leaves the restriction of the objective function to Pσ unchanged.
It is a key advantage of the abs-normal representation that the 3s branch
problems including the 2s definite ones need not be considered separately
but that their connectivity is exploited both for the optimality conditions
and by the algorithm proposed here.

1.3 First Order Minimality Conditions (FOM)

For each signature vector σ P t´1, 0, 1us we have the quadratic optimization
problem

min
x,z

aJx` bJΣz ` 1
2x
JQx s.t.

M |Σ|z “c` Zx` LΣz, |sΣ|z “ 0 , Σz ě 0 ,

where |sΣ| “ I |́Σ| is the complementary orthogonal projection to |Σ|. Here,
the feasible set is the closed version sPσ, which will of course frequently
be empty when the implicit condition Σz “ |z| cannot be satisfied at any
x P Rn. For all definite Σ we have |Σ| “ I and the equations can be simplified
somewhat, but in contrast to earlier presentations, see, e.g., [11], we wish to
explicitly deal with the indefinite ones as well and force the corresponding
components of z to zero.

Applying standard KKT theory, we get the optimality conditions

0 “ c` Zx` pLΣz ´M |Σ|qz, (4)

0 “ |sΣ|z (5)

0 ď Σz (6)

0 “ aJ ` xJQ` λJZ (7)

0 “ bJΣ` λJLΣ´ λJM |Σ| ` γJ|sΣ| ´ µJΣ (8)

0 ď µ (9)

0 “ µJΣz . (10)

Obviously, Eq. (4) with Eq. (5) and Eq. (6) represents primal feasibil-
ity so that x must belong to the closure sPσ. In [11], Eq. (7) was called
tangential stationarity and Eq. (8) with Eq. (9) normal growth. In other
words, tangential stationarity represents KKT without sign conditions on
the Lagrange multipliers, which are then enforced additionally as normal
growth.

When Q is not a multiple of the identity it may be advantageous to per-
form its Cholesky factorization Q “ CJC and to use Z̃ “ ZC´1, c̃ “ C´1c
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and x̃ “ Cx in the formulation of the optimality conditions. This yields
Q̃ “ I and all other quantities including z and λ remain unchanged. This
a priori transformation may be computationally efficient if the algorithms
proposed in the next Sec. 2 can be expected to take quite a few steps and
the transformation from Z to Z̃ does not create too much fill-in.

2 The generalized quadratic optimization algorithm

In contrast to standard linear or quadratic problems we have no problem
finding a feasible starting point. Starting with literally any x0 P R we can
compute z0 “ zpx0q by Eq. (1) and set initially σ “ sgnpz0q. For a general x0
the resulting σ is likely to be definite, which means that all kinks are flagged
as inactive initially. At least if the curvature term is quite small that usually
will mean that the algorithm takes close to n steps in order to build up a
significant set of kinks before finding a stationary point. Especially, in the
context of Successive Piecewise Linear Optimization it is advisable to begin
with a warm start as far as the active kinks are concerned. However, one
should check whether the old σ satisfies σ ă σpx0q, otherwise the initial point
may be on the wrong side of some kinks or Pσ may be empty altogether.

2.1 Finding a Stationary Point

Multiplying Eq. (8) from the right by Σ, we get

0 ď µJ|Σ| ” bJ|Σ| ` λJL|Σ| ´ λJMΣ , (11)

which, if σ “ sgnpzq so that the underlying x is stationary, reduces because
of the required complementarity µJΣz “ 0 to

0 “ bJ|Σ| ` λJL|Σ| ´ λJMΣ .

Hence, if the stationary point xσ exists it must satisfy the system of equa-
tions

»

–

a`Qx` ZJλ
Σb` pΣLJ´ |Σ|MJqλ` |sΣ|z
c` Zx` pLΣ´M |Σ|qz

fi

fl “ 0 . (12)

Here, we have scaled the middle block once more by Σ to make the result-
ing Jacobian fully symmetric. Moreover we have added |sΣ|z to force the
nonbasic components of z to zero and to hopefully make the whole system
nonsingular. Thus we obtain the saddle point system

»

–

Q 0 ZJ

0 |sΣ| ΣLJ ´ |Σ|MJ

Z LΣ´M |Σ| 0

fi

fl

»

–

x
z
λ

fi

fl “ ´

»

–

a
Σ b
c

fi

fl . (13)
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It can be solved quite effectively using the special structure of the triangular
matrices, as will be shown in the next section.

In many cases the resulting Σz may have negative components so that
there is a blocking constraint. That is, with z part of the solution of the
system given in Eq. (13) and znow the current iterate, which is maintained
primally feasible, i.e., belongs to Pσ for the current σ, one has βj ă 1 where

βj “ inf
1ďiďs

tβi ” ´z
now
i {pzi ´ z

now
i q | znowi pzi ´ z

now
i q ă 0u P p0,8s . (14)

If the minimum is obtained first for some index j, we have to reduce σ “ σ´
σjej , which means setting σj “ 0. The primal variables are simply updated
according to znow “ p1´βjqz

now`βz and possibly xnow “ p1´βjqx
now`βx

if desired. Then we repeat the step calculation with the new active set until
a stationary point xσ is found.

2.2 Releasing a kink

Now the question arises whether the stationary point xσ is already a mini-
mizer of ϕpxq` 1

2x
JQx and if not, how we should continue the search in one

of the neighboring polyhedra Pσ̃ with σ̃ ą σ. Any such σ̃ can be decom-
posed into σ ` σ̄ where |σ|J |σ̄| “ 0. Replacing Σ in the above optimality
conditions by the corresponding Σ ` sΣ we see that the primal feasibility
conditions and the dual equality constraint are still justified by the current
values x, z and λ. The only thing that changes is that Eq. (11) has as many
new nontrivial components as σ̄ which can be written as

0 ď µJ|σ̄| ” bJ|σ̄| ` λJL|σ̄| ´ λJMσ̄ . (15)

This optimality condition is violated if and only if there is at least one index
k such that σ̄ “ ek sgnpλJMekq satisfies

0 ą bk ` λ
JLek ´ |λ

JM |ek and σk “ 0 , (16)

which represents a violation of the normal growth condition. It is a natu-
ral strategy to choose the k for which the right-hand side is minimal, but
possibly other considerations might be applied as well. Then we can update
σ “ σ ` σ̄ and reenter the equality constrained phase from the old point
x “ xσ.

2.3 The overall algorithm

What we have sketched above can be viewed as an active signature strategy,
where the zeros of σ denote the active kinks and the nonzeros determine
the sign of the basic variables. An informal language representation of this
algorithm is given by:
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Algorithm 1 Active signature method for piecewise linear minimization

Require: n P N, s P N, a P Rn, b, c P Rs, Z P Rsˆn, L P Rsˆs strictly lower
triangular, M P Rsˆs unitary lower triangular, Q “ QJ P Rnˆn positive
definite.

Ensure: znow “ zpx0q via Eq. (1) and check σ ă σpx0q.
while Eq. (13) numerically solvable do

Compute βj via Eq. (14)
if βj ě 1 then

znow “ z
if Eq. (16) holds with numerical certainty then

Determine k with σk “ sgnpλJMekq Ź Drop Kink k
else

Output xnow “ ´Q´1pa` ZJλq
Terminate Ź Problem solved

end if
else

znow “ p1´ βjqz
now ` βjz

σj “ 0 Ź Add Kink j
end if

end while
Irregular termination due to near singularity. Ź Numerical Failure

Note that theoretically, our problem has always a global solution and the
algorithm should at least find a local minimizer. However, due to degen-
eracies and numerical round-off the search may sometimes be unsuccessful.
There remains some freedom in choosing the kink to be dropped or added,
and we glossed over some of the numerical issues, one of which is the actual
step calculation which is discussed in the following section.

3 Solving the saddle point system

There is an extensive numerical literature, see, e.g., [27], on solving saddle
point systems of the form (13), where we have the additional structure that
the block pM ´ LΣq is unitary triangular and hopefully rather sparse. On
KKT systems of smooth NLOPs and other equations with switching depth
1, see, e.g., [8], the triangular matrix is just the identity. In any case we
may apply the following method.

Lemma 3.1 (Partitioned solution). The solution of Eq. (13) can be reduced
to solving the symmetric semi definite linear system

“

|sΣ|pM´LΣq´1ZQ´1ZJpMJ´ΣLJq´1|sΣ|
‰

λ̃ (17)

“ |sΣ|pM´LΣq´1
“

c´ ZQ´1pa` ZJpMJ´ΣLJq´1Σbq
‰

(18)
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for the nontrivial entries of |sΣ|λ̃. The system is uniquely solvable exactly
when the rows of the s ˆ n matrix pM´LΣq´1Z that correspond to active
kinks are linearly independent. The dual and primal variables are then easily
obtained as

λ “ pMJ´ΣLJq´1pΣ b` |sΣ|λ̃q ,

x “ ´Q´1pa` ZJλq ,

z “ pM´LΣq´1pZx` cq ,

which must yield |sΣ|z “ 0 up to round off. After that has been checked the
nonbasic components of z can be set exactly to zero, while λ is generally
dense without any sign constraints.

Proof. Firstly we modify the middle block in the last row of Eq. (13) by
dropping the post factor |Σ| from M to obtain

»

–

Q 0 ZJ

0 |Σ̄| ΣLJ ´ |Σ|MJ

Z LΣ´M 0

fi

fl

»

–

x
z
λ

fi

fl “ ´

»

–

a
Σ b
c

fi

fl . (19)

The solution is unchanged since the middle row enforces that z “ |Σ|z
anyhow. Using Q to eliminate the block Z on the bottom left we obtain

»

–

Q 0 ZJ

0 |Σ̄| ΣLJ ´ |Σ|MJ

0 LΣ´M ´ZQ´1ZJ

fi

fl

»

–

x
z
λ

fi

fl “ ´

»

–

a
Σ b
c̃

fi

fl . (20)

where c̃ “ c´ZQ´1a. Now we can use the triangular block in the middle of
the last row to eliminate the second diagonal block yielding the permuted
block triangular system

»

–

Q 0 ZJ

0 0 ΣLJ´|Σ|MJ`|sΣ|pLΣ´Mq´1ZQ´1ZJ

0 LΣ´M ŹQ´1ZJ

fi

fl

»

–

x
z
λ

fi

fl“´

»

–

a

b̃
c̃

fi

fl . (21)

where b̃ “ Σ b´|sΣ|pLΣ´Mq´1c̃ . Hence, the main task is to solve the system

“

ΣLJ´|Σ|MJ ` |sΣ|pLΣ´Mq´1ZQ´1ZJ
‰

λ “ ´b̃

for λ P Rs. Using ΣLJ´ |Σ|MJ “ |Σ|pΣLJ´MJq we obtain by factoring
out

“

|Σ| ` |sΣ|pLΣ´Mq´1ZQ´1ZJpΣLJ´MJq´1
‰

pΣLJ´MJqλ “ ´b̃ ,

which yields after switching the order of LΣ and M so that the unitary M
is leading

“

|Σ| ` |sΣ|pM´LΣq´1ZQ´1ZJpMJ´ΣLJq´1
‰

λ̃ “ b̃ , (22)
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where λ̃ ” pMJ Σ́LJqλ. This sˆs system is permuted block triangular with
the two diagonal blocks being symmetric and hopefully positive definite.
Projecting by |Σ| yields |Σ|λ̃ “ |Σ|b̃ and projecting by |sΣ| yields

|sΣ|pM´LΣq´1ZQ´1ZJpMJ´ΣLJq´1p|sΣ| ` |Σ|qλ̃ “ |sΣ|b̃ ,

so that finally after moving the expression in |Σ|λ̃ to the right hand side

|sΣ|pM´LΣq´1ZQ´1ZJpMJ´ΣLJq´1|sΣ|λ̃ “
˜̃
b ,

where using the definitions of b̃ and c̃ we get in terms of the original vectors
b, c P Rs and a P Rn

˜̃
b “ pI ´ |Σ|q

”

b̃´ pM´LΣq´1ZQ´1ZJpMJ´ΣLJq´1|Σ|b̃
ı

“ |sΣ|
”

pLΣ´Mq´1c̃´ pM´LΣq´1ZQ´1ZJpMJ´ΣLJq´1|Σ|b̃
ı

“ |sΣ|pM´LΣq´1
“

c´ ZQ´1a´ ZQ´1ZJpMJ´ΣLJq´1Σ b
‰

“ |sΣ|pM´LΣq´1
“

c´ ZQ´1pa` ZJpMJ´ΣLJq´1qΣ b
‰

.

This completes the proof since the expressions for x and z can be read off
directly from the original system Eq. (13).

Thus we see that ultimately we have to solve a symmetric linear system
in as many variables as there are active kinks. It must be positive definite
wherever LIKQ is satisfied. All other calculations just require forward or
backward substitutions on the unitary triangular systems with the hopefully
quite sparse matrix pM ĹΣq or its transposed. When one has done the initial
transformation of Q to Q̃ “ I as discussed at the end of Subsec. 1.3, we get
x̃ “ ´ã´ Z̃Jλ and z “ pM´LΣq´1pZ̃x̃` cq. The most challenging task for
a direct solution is no doubt the Cholesky factorization of the nonzero parts
of the matrix

pI´|Σ|qpM´LΣq´1Z̃Z̃JpMJ´ΣLJq´1pI ´ |Σ|q with Z̃Z̃J “ ZQ´1ZJ .

This matrix is subject to a rank two update whenever the signature vector
σ changes. The same holds if Q´1 is updated for example by the inverse
BFGS formula, but that will happen more rarely, in fact probably at the
same time when Z and L change completely. So unless we use the total
secant updating strategy employed in [1] for smooth NLOP we can assume
Q to be constant. As in the total quasi-Newton approach [1] all this can
be done with a quadratic effort of order Ops2q, even if Z and M or L are
dense. During the piecewise linear optimization we would usually expect
that Q´1 is constant so that only the changes in pI´|Σ|qpM´LΣq´1 must
be incorporated. Since the number of nontrivial rows and columns will also
change there will be a significant amount of indirect addressing and other
overhead.
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3.1 Compressed Representation

For any σ, we have the Jacobian

Zσ “ pM ´ LΣq´1Z with Z0 “ Z .

The sparsity pattern of all Zσ will be contained in the generic pattern of Ze
which is obtained by ignore any cancellation that may arise in its calculation.
Now suppose as described in [10] we use a coloring

c : t1, 2, . . . , nu Ñ t1, 2 . . . ρu with ρ ! n ,

such that cpjq “ cpkq implies that the j-th and k-th column of Ze are
structurally orthogonal, i.e., have no nonzero entries in any one of the s
rows. In other words c is a coloring of the corresponding column incidence
graph of Ze. Then we can define the seed matrix

S “ peJcpjqqj“1...n P Rnˆρ (23)

such that all Zσ can be reconstructed from the compressed Jacobian ZσS.
Moreover, we have

ZσS “ pM ´ LΣq´1ZS “ pM ´ LΣq´1pZSq with ZS P Rsˆρ .

The row-compressed matrix ZS can of course be evaluated directly by the
AD tool in use once and for all as we set up the normal form, before any
active signatures are considered. Due to the compression the rows of ZS
are hopefully reasonably dense and should be accessed and manipulated
as vectors. To compute the ZσS we factorize the unitary lower triangular
matrix M ´ LΣ using M̃ “M ´ I ´ LΣ as

M ´ LΣ “ pI ` e2e
J
2 M̃qpI ` e3e

J
3 M̃q ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ pI ` es´1es´1M̃qpI ` ese

J
s M̃q

By the Sherman Morrison Woodbury formula [22] we have pI`eie
J
i M̃q

´1 “

I ´ eie
J
i M̃ so that we get

ZσS “ pI ´ ese
J
s M̃qpI ´ es´1es´1M̃q ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ pI ´ e3e

J
3 M̃qpI ´ e2e

J
2 M̃qZS

This is just the forward vector mode of algorithmic differentiation with the
signature σ fixed. The multiplication of a sˆ ρ matrix Z̃ by any one of the
pI ´ eim̃

J
i q with m̃i “ eJi M̃ means that for any one of the m̃i,j ‰ 0 this

number times the j-th row eJj Z̃ is subtracted from the i-th row eJi Z. Such
a SAXPY operation is efficient on the continuous row vectors and warrants
to look up the next j with nonzero m̃i,j based on a compressed row storage
version of M,L and thus M̃ . Note that we have to make a difference between
row compression in the sense of AD seeding, applied to Zσ and the classical
row compressed storage format used in sparse linear algebra.
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3.2 Low rank updating

Now suppose we have ZσS and wish to change σ by adding or subtracting
ei, which is the only operation required by our active signature algorithm.
Then we have the rank one update

M ´ LpΣ˘ eie
J
i q “M ´ LΣ¯ `ie

J
i with `i “ Lei .

That implies for the inverse again by the Sherman Morrison Woodbury
formula that

pM ´ LΣ˘ `ie
J
i q
´1 “ pM ´ LΣq´1 ¯ pM ´ LΣq´1`ie

J
i pM ´ LΣq´1 .

Thus we get that for σ̃ “ σ ˘ ei

Zσ̃S “ ZσS ¯ ˜̀
ie
J
iZσS for ˜̀

i “ pM ´ LΣq´1`i (24)

This means that l̃ij times the i-th row of ZσS is subtracted from its j-th row,
naturally only if the multiplier is nonzero. So we can originally compute ZσS
for a given σ from Z and subsequently update it always in the compressed
row format fully exploiting the sparsity of M and L. All these operations
are applied to an sˆ ρ matrix where ρ is maximally equal to n.

For each row of Ze we have an index set Ji Ă t1 . . . nu containing the
column indices of the nonzero entries occurring in row i. Ordering the j
in increasing order we may think Ji as a vector and gain some efficiency in
various procedures. In particular we can reconstruct the complete i-th row
of Zσ monotonically as

eJi Zσ “ peJi ZσSecpjqe
J
j qjPJi . (25)

In other words the pi, cpjqq-th entry of ZσS becomes the pi, jq-th entry of
Zσ. Of course Zσ is a generally much larger s ˆ n matrix that we want to
avoid dealing with as a whole. Given σ our main task is to solve a a linear
system in the normal matrix

Hσ ”
`

eJi ZσQ
´1ZJσ ej

˘σi‰0

σj‰0
P R}σ}1ˆ}σ}1 .

which will usually done via a Cholesky factorization Hσ “ CσC
J
σ . There

are well established procedures for updating the Cholesky factorization to
incorporate the low rank changes caused in the transition from σ to σ̃ “
σ ˘ ei, which also means reducing Hσ by one row and column, if σ̃i “ 0,
and adding one of each otherwise. However, notice that by Eq. (24) these
are not the only changes but generally all rows and columns of Zσ and thus
Hσ are modified. Of course all this can be done, although the coding may
be a little tedious, especially if Hσ is not repacked but handled by indirect
addressing.

12



3.3 Compressed Approximations of the Normal Hessian

Assuming for the time being that Q “ qI and that q “ 1 without any further
loss of generality, we could use either one of the approximations

`

eJi ZσSS
JZJσ ej

˘σi‰0

σj‰0
« Hσ ľ

`

eJi ZσSD
´1SJZJσ ej

˘σi‰0

σj‰0
(26)

where D “ diagpSJSq ě I. Notice that these matrices are defined directly
in terms of ZσS and thus do not need any unpacking of the rows according
to Eq. (25). Since the rows of ZσS and Zσ contain in their corresponding
rows exactly the same elements, the diagonal entries in the matrix on the
right hand side are equal to those of Hσ. And of course we still have a Haar
matrix so the approximation should not be too bad. With respect to the
approximation on the right we note that the columns of S are by definition
orthogonal and the scaling by D´1{2 from the left makes them orthonor-
mal so that SD´1SJ is an orthogonal projection and what is missing is the
complement ZσpI ´ SD´1SJqZJσ , which is of course also positive semidef-
inite. Updating the Cholesky factorization of either of them is potentially
much simpler that doing that for Hσ itself. It is not clear whether a simi-
lar approximate Hessian compression could be applied in combination with
Newsam Ramsdell seeding as described in [9, 23].

3.4 Unaccumulated approach and cost estimate per pivot

In some case it may be more efficient to never even accumulate the matrices
representing the abs-normal form. Calculating eJiZσ requires just a partial
reverse sweep through the linearized graph of the underlying nonlinear func-
tion z “ F px, |z|q and computing ˜̀

i as defined in Eq. (24) corresponds to a
partial forward sweep on the same graph with the signatures σi fixed accord-
ingly. The number of operations needed for the couple is at most equal to
the number of edges in the graph and thus the cost of a single reverse sweep
for a conventional gradient calculation. Similarly the right hand side (18)
of the reduced equation (17) can be calculated using just a couple of reverse
sweeps. Hence, the total number of signature changes can be compared with
the number of generalized gradient evaluations in other methods. Sparsity
is then exploited implicitly and we can assume that the vectors that the
actual algorithm is dealing with are dense.

Rather than using an extended AD tool the user may also slightly mod-
ify his oracle code oraclepx, y, gq, whose availability or easy derivability
is assumed in much of the nonsmooth optimization literature. Let us as-
sume that the forward part evaluating y P R as a function ϕ of x P Rn is
written without branches in the control flow such that all nonsmoothness
arises in the form of absp¨q, maxp¨ , ¨q, minp¨ , ¨q and the positive part func-
tion posp¨q “ maxp0 , ¨q. Let us furthermore be optimistic and assume that
only on a measure zero set of points x P C Ă R any one of the four kink
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functions is critical, i.e., has a zero argument in the case of absp¨q or posp¨q
and a tie between its arguments in the case of maxp¨ , ¨q or minp¨ , ¨q. Then
it follows immediately that on the open complement D “ RnzC the code
for the function ϕ is continuously differentiable and we will assume that the
programmer or possibly the AD tool that generated the oracle got that right.
Now let us redefine all scalar variables to so called doublets consisting of a
normal value and a directional derivative, which can be propagated simul-
taneously forward in the usual control flow. Then during the evaluation at
a point x P Rn we can let the kink functions sequentially record the signs
of their arguments and write them into the vector σ. For simplicity let us
only consider an absolute value v “ abspuq. To compute the gradient g the
oracle function will apply the chain rule in one way or another substituting
sgnpuq as local partial derivative Bv{Bu. In order to evaluate the vectors
eJiZσ, which are adjoint vectors and the ˜̀

i defined in Eq. (24), which are
second order adjoints, we must be able to perform the gradient calculation
at the same point x with the same smooth partial derivatives, but as partial
of the absp¨q we must be able to substitute an arbitrary signature t´1, 0, 1u
as specified by the corresponding component of the vector σ, which is now
prescribed by the optimization algorithm. The other kinks can be handled
in a similar fashion, or expressed from the beginning in terms of absp¨q. This
instrumentation of the oracle code is rather basic and will usually not effect,
whatever smart things the programmer has done to minimize storage and
complexity in the oracle code. Hence, the application of the optimization
approach here to a piecewise linear problem should be rather easy when the
application of oracle-based methods is already feasible.

4 Numerical results

To illustrate the algorithm proposed in this paper, we implemented Alg. 1
in Matlab and considered four piecewise linear test problems. To analyse
the performance of the new algorithm, we provide comparisons with the
nonsmooth optimization routines MPBNGC, i.e., a proximal bundle method
described in [20], and the quasi-Newton type method HANSO described in
[19] for three of the test problems.

Example 4.1 (HUL). Hiriart-Urruty and Lemaréchal highlighted in [16]
the piecewise linear and convex function ϕ : R2 Ñ R,

ϕpxq “ maxtϕ0pxq, ϕ´5pxq, ϕ5pxq, ϕ´2pxq, ϕ2pxqu with

ϕ0pxq “ ´100, ϕ´5pxq “ 2x1 ´ 5x2, ϕ5pxq “ 2x1 ` 5x2

ϕ´2pxq “ 3x1 ´ 2x2, ϕ2pxq “ 3x1 ` 2x2 .

For the formulation in abs-normal form, we use the mathematically equiva-
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Figure 1: Signature pivots generated by Alg. 1 for HUL example

lent description

ϕpxq “ maxtmaxt´100, 2x1 ` 5|x2|u, 3x1 ` 2|x2|u (27)

that requires only three switching variables, i.e., one has n “ 2 and s “ 3.
Starting from x0 “ p9, ´2.5q, it was shown in [16] that a steepest descent
approach with exact line search leads to a Zenon-like zigzagging with con-
vergence to the even nonstationary point x̄ “ p0, 0q. Using Alg. 1, four
signature changes are needed as stated Tab. 1, that also illustrates the deac-
tivation and activation of switches during the optimization. Fig. 1 illustrates
the convergence history, where the dotted lines represent the points where the
target function is not differentiable. As can be seen, the structure of these
kinks is exploited by the iterates. It was found in [2] that MPBNGC needed

Signature Pivot xi σpxiq

0 p´59.00, ´2.50q p ´1 ´1 ´1 q
1 p´55.25, ´0.00q p ´0 ´1 ´1 q
2 p´50.00, ´0.00q p ´0 ´1 ´0 q
3 p´50.00, ´0.00q p ´0 ´1 1́ q
4 p´50.00, ´0.00q p ´0 ´0 1́ q

Table 1: Signature pivots and iterates for Rosenbrock-Nesterov II example

6 iterations and HANSO 3 iterations to compute the solution for this test
problem.
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Example 4.2 (Goffin). In [5], Goffin proposed the piecewiese linear and
convex test function given by

ϕ : R50 Ñ R, ϕpxq “ max
1ďiď50

xi `
50
ÿ

i“1

xi, with x0,i “ i´ 25.5 .

(28)

For the abs-normal form of this function, one obtains s “ 49 when n “ 50.
Using Alg. 1, the optimal point x˚ “ 0 P R50 is reached in 50 signature piv-
ots. It was found in [2] that the bundle method MPBNGC took 65 iterations
and the adapted BFGS version HANSO needed 745 iterations to determine
the minimizer. Our previous implementation took six outer iterations us-
ing 2030 inner iterations the majority of which was needed to determine a
descent direction in a bundle like fashion.

Example 4.3 (Rosenbrock-Nesterov II). According to [14] Nesterov sug-
gested three Rosenbrock-like test functions, where the first one is smooth,
the second one is piecewise smooth and the third one defined as

ϕ : Rn Ñ R, ϕpxq “ 1
4 |x1 ´ 1| `

n´1
ÿ

i“1

|xi`1 ´ 2|xi| ` 1| (29)

is piecewise linear. All three target functions are nonconvex. The two non-
smooth variants were carefully investigated in [14]. All three functions have
the unique global minimizer x “ p1, 1, . . . , 1q P Rn but the piecewise linear
one has 2n´1 ´ 1 other stationary points, at which nonsmooth optimization
algorithms may get stuck even though none of them is a local minimizer.
Numerical test showed that with the initial point

x0,1 “ ´1, x0,i “ 1 2 ď i ď n ,

it is very likely to encounter the numerous stationary points, see again [14].
This is indeed the case when applying Alg. 1, since exactly 2n signature
pivots are needed for n “ 1, . . . , 10 to determine the unique minimizer x˚ “
p1 . . . 1q P Rn as illustrated the row marked with S in Table 2. It was shown
in [3] that as somewhat ad hoc defined “reflection” algorithm took exactly
the same number of iteration, but each of them required the solution of a
separate QP. Table 2 also lists the iterations counts obtained for HANSO
(H) and MPBNGC (M) where the star as superscript of the iteration count
marks that the iteration terminates not at the minimizer but at a stationary
point.

Example 4.4 (Lasso). Given a matrix A P Rmˆn, a vector d P Rm and a
weight ρ ě 0 consider the problem

min 1
m}Ax´ d}

2
2 ` ρ}x}1 ðñ min´ 2

md
JAx` ρeJ|x| ` 1

mx
JAJAx ,
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n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

S 2 4 8˚ 16˚ 32˚ 64˚ 128˚ 256˚ 512˚ 1024˚

H 3 61 494˚ 1341˚ 2521˚ 329˚ 357˚ 326˚ 307˚ 515˚

M 3 52 9859˚ 9978˚ 3561˚ 4166˚ 2547˚ 1959˚ 9420˚ 9807˚

Table 2: Signature pivots and iterates for Rosenbrock-Nesterov II example

where e “ p1, . . . , 1q P Rn. It represents the so-called Least Absolute Shrink-
age and Selection Operator (LASSO) introduced in [24] as a regression ap-
proach to perform both variable selection and regularization to enhance the
prediction accuracy and interpretability of the statistical model it produces.
Since clearly s “ n, the corresponding abs-normal form equals

Z “ I, L “ 0, c “ 0, aJ“ ´dJA P Rn, bJ“ ρe P Rn, Q “ 2
mA

JA .

Hence, given any σ P t´1, 0, 1us, we have to solve the linear system

|sΣ|
`

2
mA

JA
˘´1

|sΣ|λ̃ “ ´|sΣ|
`

2
mA

JA
˘´1

pAJd´ ρΣeq

yielding immediately

λ “ ρ|Σ|e` |sΣ|λ̃ and x “
`

2
mA

JA
˘´1

pAJd´ λq .

Now the feasibility test on x “ z, namely whether Σx ě 0 is easy and cutting
back the step to pick up a new kink also. Having found a stationary xσ we
can then test whether for some k

0 ą ρ´ |λk| and σk “ 0

in which case the k-th kink can be released with the sign of λk. Naturally
we choose the λk with the largest absolute value to maximize the violation of
the normal growth condition. The natural starting point would be the least
squares solution x0 “ pAJAq´1AJd with the corresponding σ “ σpz0q “
σpx0q.

To test Alg. 1 also for this class of problems, we implemented an adapted
version of Alg. 1 as described above. As example problem, we considered the
prostate cancer data set already proposed in [24] with m “ 68, n “ 8, and
ρ “ 1.2. The optimal solution is computed using eight signature pivots as
illustrated also in Fig. 2. Here, the goal is to generate a sparse solution x˚.
For the given setting, this is obtained since only the components x˚,1, x˚,2,
and x˚,8 are nonzero. With A “ qI for q ě }AJA} the method is equivalent
to a conventional proximal point method and takes almost a thousand steps
to reach a solution accuracy of 10´3.
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Figure 2: Function values of iterates generated by Alg. 1 for the lasso ex-
ample

5 Summary, Conclusion, and Outlook

In this paper we have developed a new method for solving piecewise lin-
ear optimization problems with a quadratic regularization term. It is re-
markably similar to active set strategies for convex quadratic optimization
problems, except that the basic switching variables have a variable sign con-
straint. The activity is encoded in a signature vector σ P t´1, 0, 1us whose
zeros fix the nonbasic switching variables and whose nonzeros constrain the
sign of the basic ones. The linear algebra can be organized such that the
computational effort and the data traffic per iteration is at worst quadratic
in the dimensions and can exploit sparsity of the matrices defining the abs-
normal form.

The algorithm alternates between a phase where it selects more and
more nonbasics until a stationary point is reached and a phase where it
releases one of them with a sign that promises the greatest reduction and
leads to a neighboring polyhedron. Typically, there is a one step alternation
between the two phases. In any case, the algorithm terminates after a finite
number of iterations at a local minimizer of the quadratically regularized
piecewise linear system. At least for small and moderately sized problems
the proposed scheme appears to be fairly optimal.

As an inner loop of Successive Piecewise Linear Optimization (SPLOP)
the new algorithm guarantees that all cluster points x˚ of the outer iter-
ation are first order minimal in that their local piecewise linearization at
each x˚ is minimal at this point. Moreover, as shown on [12] the rate or
convergence is linear under LIKQ and SSC with strict complementarity, and
it is even quadratic in the case of sharp minimizers without any kink quali-
fications. In this nonlinear context the new algorithm has significant warm
start capabilities, especially with respect to the signature vector σ.
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The theoretical results are verified on four test problems, one of which
involves a nontrivial M matrix, which was restricted to be simply the iden-
tity in the original version of the abs-normal form in [7]. The utility of this
generalization is illustrated on two classes of problems described in the ap-
pendix. On the very limited test set the new active signature strategy yields
more numerical stability and a drastic reduction in the number of gradient
evaluations or their equivalents, compared to our previous implementation,
which was in some sense a bundle method [17]. Throughout the actual
calculations reported in Sec. 4 for the first three examples the quadratic
regularization term was of the form Q “ qI and in the algorithmic design
we still assume that Q is positive definite.

The natural next steps are first to implement the structure exploiting lin-
ear algebra sketched in Section 3 as compilable code. Then we should allow
iterative secant updates of Q and thus to achieve superlinear convergence
for SPLOP under suitable regularity conditions. It should be noted that the
Hessian to be approximated, which arises in the second order optimality con-
ditions of [11] and [12], is completely smooth and thus bounded on compact
level sets. Hence the approximating Hessians need not blow up, as they must
when BFGS is directly applied to the discontinuous gradients as in [19]. In a
second step one may require Q to be positive definite only on the nullspace
of the active constraint Jacobian and to generalize the inertia controlling
step selection [27] familiar from successive quadratic optimization (SQOP).
Of course, with and without this generalization, the efficient implementation
of the numerical linear algebra aspect warrants further attention, especially
with regards to the possibility of indeterminacy and cycling in certain de-
generate situations. Also, ADOL-C [26] and other AD tools must be taught
to evaluate not only Z,L and the vectors a, b, c but also the lower triangular
part of M . Finally, in view of really large problems, e.g., from machine
learning, a sparse data implementation, possibly applying limited memory
BFGS to Q, must be developed. In contrast to partial and even stochastic
gradient methods, SPLOP with the proposed inner loop algorithm cannot
get stuck at merely (Clarke) stationary points, as demonstrated in [3] on
the piecewise linear version of chained Rosenbrock analyzed in [14]. This
possibility appears to be a significant concern in machine learning [25].
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6 Appendix

Here we consider two classes of examples in order to motivate the general-
ization from I to a general unitary lower triangular matrix M .

6.1 The max function, an instructive example

In parts of the nonsmooth analysis literature, particular attention is devoted
to the case of convex piecewise linear functions, see, e.g., [21]. It is well
understood that any globally defined convex piecewise linear function is
continuous and can be represented in the simple max form

ϕpxq “ max
0ďiďs

paJi x´ βiq with ai P Rn, βi P R for 0 ď i ď s .

Obviously, its evaluation in one way or another must involve s comparisons.
We will consider the simple loop

γ0 “ aJ0 x´ β0 , γi “ maxpγi´1, a
J
i x´ βiq for 1 ď i ď s , y “ γs .

In terms of absolute values the loop can be rewritten as

γi “ aJi x´ βi `
1
2zi `

1
2 |zi| with zi “ γi´1 ´ a

J
i x` βi for 1 ď i ď s .

Expressing γi in terms of zi`1 we obtain for i “ 0, . . . , s´ 1

zi`1 “ ´ã
J
i`1x`β̃i`1`

1
2zi`

1
2 |zi| with ãi`1 “ ai`1´ai and β̃i`1 “ βi`1´βi .

With L P Rsˆs the square matrix, whose only nonzero entries are in the s´1
subdiagonal positions with constant value 1

2 , we obtain in matrix vector form

z “ Lz`b̃´Ãx`L|z| with b̃ “ pβ̃iq1ďiďs P Rs and Ã “ pãJi q1ďiďs P Rsˆn .

To arrive at the abs-normal form as introduced in [7] we have to solve for z
using the lower triangular inverse

I ` L̃ ” pI ´ Lq´1 “ pcijq
1ďiďs
1ďjďs with cij “

#

p12q
i´j if i ě j

0 else
.

Using pI ´ Lq´1L “ pI ´ Lq´1pL ´ I ` Iq “ pI ´ Lq´1 ´ I “ L̃ we obtain
finally the standard triangular system

z “ pI ` L̃qpb̃´ Ãxq ` L̃|z|

for the switching variable vector z. Now suppose the problem is localized at
x in that all zi vanish so that Z “ ´pI ` L̃qÃ. Then LIKQ requires exactly
that Ã has full row rank s ď n which turns out to be equivalent to the
affine independence qualification condition (AIQC) given in [21] for points
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in the interior of the domain. The reason is that ´pI ` L̃q is a nonsingular
transformation and that Ã “ paJi ´ aJi´1q1ďiďs P Rsˆn has full row rank
s ď n exactly when the s` 1 extended vectors paJi , 1q P Rn`1 for 0 ď i ď s
are linearly independent as required by AIQC.

The objective function takes the somewhat complicated form

ϕpxq “ aJs x´ βs`
1
2e
J
s

”

pI ` L̃qpb̃´ Ãxq ` L̃|z|
ı

` 1
2 |zs| “ α` aJx` bJ|z|

with

α “ 1
2e
J
s pI ` L̃qb̃´ βs, aJ “ aJs ´

1
2e
J
s pI ` L̃qÃ, bJ “ 1

2e
J
s pI ` L̃q

because we have to include 1
2zs as a contribution to γs “ y.

Given the simplicity of the original function definition, the abs-normal
form we derived is surprisingly complicated. More specifically, since L̃ is tri-
angular but otherwise dense the naive evaluation in the final form requires
an effort of order s2, whereas the original problem can be quite sparse de-
pending on the structure of A of course. It may also suffer a lot of fill-in in
the transition to Ã. One aspect that is similarly troubling is that from the
final procedure it is no longer clear that all the zi like the γi are convex func-
tions of the input vector x. This is really a serious objection. One ad hoc
possibility to improve things is to generalize the abs-normal representation
of the switching variables to

Mz “ c` Zx` L|z|

with M a unitary lower triangular matrix. For monotonicity and convexity
arguments it would be nice if M was an M -matrix whose inverse has by
definition only positive entries as is the case here. Of course we would also
like M to be rather sparse as we do expect from L. The calculation of M
could also be effected by ADOL-C and other tools, we just would do less
accumulation and thus hopefully less fill-in in calculating the partitioned
Jacobian. Now there is still a problem in that in contrast to the positive
part function u` “ maxp0, uq the absolute value |u|maintains convexity only
where the argument is positive, which is not guaranteed here. Obviously,
this issue needs some (or even) a lot more thoughts and some judgment
to what extent we really wish to accommodate (possibly partially) convex
problems effectively. All the existing theory can be easily rewritten simply
by premultiplying the right hand side components by M´1.

6.2 Modeling a neural network

Finally we consider a neural net with the positive part function taking the
place of the usual sigmoidal function as recommended for example in [4].
The transition of one layer to the next can then be written as

zi`1 “ Wi maxpzi, 0q “ Wipzi`|zi|q{2 where zi P Rni and Wi P Rni`1ˆni .
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Separating the switching variables and their absolute values we get the re-
cursion

zi`1 ´
1
2Wizi “

1
2Wi|zi| for i “ 1 . . . s from z1 “ x with x P Rn0 .

Here the initial layer z1 “ x is the input vector that given the weight matrices
Wi yields the output vector y “ zs`1 P Rns . Thus the complete abs-normal
is given by the block bidiagonal form
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Here the constant shift c is zero and obviously multiplying through by the
block dense matrix M´1 would be a very bad idea in terms of sparsity. Hence
we definitely need the generality of having a non-identity as M . Notice that
we have not specified a scalar objective function, which typically might be
some norm of the discrepancy between the output signal zs`1 and given
training data. It is also important to note that the weights Wi which are
adjusted during training are considered as constant parameters rather than
input variables. If x is constant and the Wi are variable we have again a
piecewise linear vector function, but the equations above are formally not
its abs-normal form. We are currently investigating how piecewise linearity
can be exploited for the training of such neural networks.
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